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Good day for a hangin'... Justice is color-blind in the courtroom of Samuel P. Barstall, and
sentencing three gunslingers to swing for the murder of an Indian squaw is his way of proving it. But
after a jailbreak, the judge's kinfolks are paying for his honesty with their lives--being gunned down
by ex-border guerrillas. To stop the slaughter, Remington sends his coolest heads--the Tracker and
the Icy Scotsman. But even these two falter when they find the crimson trail leading to the graveyard
of good men called...Murderer's Rocks!
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Missouri and the Midwest was going to get cleaned up proper! A new judge was in town and he
knew marshals with plenty of intestinal fortitude! Remington was one of his best and tough as a cob!
Realistic action and loud gunsmoke fills the air. Five stars for realism less one for the F bomb which
added nothing to the story.

An action, adventure western featuring Ned Remington, US Marshal, and his two cohorts, Scottie

and Beck. Together they capture and bring back criminals of the worst sort to Judge Barnstall but
not before encountering serious danger. Ned Remington's daughter is in a convent recovering from
witnessing a murder and suffering a cruel violation.Crimes committed of this nature are special to
Ned Remington and he shows no mercy, with just cause, to his prisoners.

There are no better western writers than Vaughan! His gift for telling a great story that blends
realistic, graphically visual scenes, characters and actions is surpassed by none! He is my
benchmark for the enjoyment level of any novel, whether western, frontier, mystery story or
whatever.

This is about finding the malicious malignant men who have murdered members of their families.
Retribution and no holds barred, Ned Remington, US Marshal and his fellow US Marshals are out to
bring these men in either dead or alive. Makes no difference, bring them to be tried and hung in
some cases is to good. No different than it is today with horrific things continue to be done and the
U.S. Marshal of the unsettled west were sometimes the only law enforcement that would have
covered hundreds of miles. Hope the author will see it in his heart to write about U.S. Marshal
Remington's recovery and another case MAYBE finding the murderers of his wife..something to
think about..RIGHT....

Good strong writing. Remington is a strong moral character. Themes are similar to Hang Em High,
but still great reads. I understand women's rights were very limited, but too much rape or violence
against women is a turn off your in these books. Author does a great job, with ensuring lead
characters comply with the law and capture instead of killing or gunning down their prisoners. A
good read for people who love westerns with strong characters. Remington is strong, but human.

Soul-tortured Marshal Remington sets out to bring justice to a band of rapists and murderers.
Typical of the Western genre, the book is well written, but the characters are somewhat shallow and
the plot predictable. An OK book to read on a plane ride.

It is a well written story about a man who hunts down bad men like the ones who killed his wife,
andTramatized his daughter. He works within the law in handling the cases assigned to him by a
judge.His handling of hard cases make it entertaining reading

Language use not appropriate for story telling. Cleanup your act. Many authors like L'Amour have
the ability to produce a book without filth, try it.
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